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ABSTRACT
Automatic capture of life logging data can be extremely in-
formation rich, large and varied. Extracting a narrative from
this data can be difficult because not all of the data is con-
ducive to producing interesting narratives. Life logging data
can be enriched by linking to the Semantic Web and narra-
tives can be enriched with data extracted from Semantic
Web knowledge stores. In this paper, we present Memo-
ryBook which is a web interface that automatically gener-
ates narratives from life logging data in RDF form and from
Semantic Web knowledge stores, and highlights maps and
images which are associated with events in the narrative.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1 [Models and Principles]: General

General Terms
Human Factors, Theory
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently life logging has become more popular because of
the availability of devices, such as Microsoft’s SenseCam [5],
DejaView [3], smart phones, tablets and computers. Each
device captures a range of data continuously, and can include
time, geographical co-ordinates, images, sound level and the
people which were present (with the use of networks). In
order to make life log data more accessible to the average
person, we present an interface that generates a narrative
from a person’s data, which highlights relevant information
associated with an event, such as geographical locations and
or images. In more detail, a life logger with RDF data can
use our web tool to select a range of days, weeks or months
to generate narratives. Our tool outputs a web page that
displays the narrative, related images, maps, weather and
hyperlinks.

We contribute to the state-of-the-art by enriching personal
narratives with information from the Semantic Web, namely
DBPedia, GeoNames and YAGO2. We also highlight multi-
media and hyperlinks associated with the events and entities
within a narrative to allow the viewer to clearly see relevant
information. For example, if the mouse cursor is hovered
over a reference to a person it highlights any available links
to the person’s homepage and or photographs of them.

The next section describes related work on events, purpose
built life logging devices and narrative generation for large
scale data. Following that sections 3, 4 and 5 describe the
data collection methods and format, how we generate the
narrative with information from the Semantic Web, and
MemoryBook’s interface used to generate and display the
narrative, respectively. In the final section we conclude and
discuss future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Narratives are a sequence of events describing entities or
characters, therefore there has been a focus on dividing life
logs into events. For example, the Stories Ontology1 [6]
which categorises a story as containing a sequence of events,
can be used to markup lifelog data. Doherty and Smeaton [4]
also divide lifelogs into discrete units or events. Therefore,
in our approach we aim to indicate relevant media specific
to an event.

Small scale studies have been used to generate narratives
using images from the SenseCam, which records images,
their GPS co-ordinates and timestamp, every 30 seconds or
when readings from the light or sound sensors dramatically
change. The timestamp and location provide a ‘picture’ nar-
rative based on a map. This narrative is limited because it
does not offer an insight into its composition. However, we
propose that it could be enriched with additional life logging
devices or information from the Semantic Web. Similarly,
DejaView also uses a camera and sensors but in addition
detects and recognises people and places on the fly to aid
memory.

The work of Appan et al. [1] explores the composition of dig-
ital narratives for everyday experiences using photos. They
note that traditional narrative models, like those used in cin-
ema or in the Agent Stories framework [2] seem to be unsuit-
able for expressing everyday experiences and that users do
not want to edit or author their narratives. Therefore, they

1Stories Ontology: http://cpmtextis.net/stories/

http://cpmtextis.net/stories/


Figure 1: Imouto showing a summary of an event.

propose using an emergent story framework that evolves
through user interaction and feedback, that uses low-sampling
of media to address the problems with large data sets.

3. LIFE LOG DATA COLLECTION
Our primary lifelogging system is Imouto (see Figure 1). Its
mobile collection system collects sensor data from a user’s
mobile phone or PDA. This includes GPS, nearby Bluetooth
devices, wifi devices and other temporally indexable infor-
mation stored on the user’s device, such as calendar and
message metadata. This is combined with information col-
lected from the web, such as local weather observations and
public event schedules. Finally, the raw data is processed by
the viewer application, split into separate events and com-
bined with linked open data to produce a rich visualisation
of the events in the subject’s day.

The system currently infers the locations of the subject and
the people encountered. Location is determined using GPS
where available, or known static Bluetooth devices where
it is not. For example, if an office worker is at her desk,
her phone may not be able to get a GPS signal, but will
probably be able to discover her PC via Bluetooth. If she
has previously told the system the location of her PC and
its Bluetooth MAC address, the system knows where she
is. Known people are determined in a similar way using the
Bluetooth addresses on their mobile phones, but also using
face recognition in the user’s photos. If a photo is deemed
to depict a contact, and that photo also contains time and
date metadata, it is assumed that the user was with that
particular person at that time.

4. EVERYDAY NARRATIVES
In the following two sections, we describe how we generate
a narrative from the lifelog data and how we enrich it via
the Semantic web.

4.1 Narrative Generation
Our current system generates two forms of narrative; tex-
tual and RDF. The textual representation is a simple prose
generator which generates sentences based on boilerplates
depending on how much information is available for a par-

ticular event. The RDF is based on the Event2 and Time-
line3 ontologies, as well as FOAF4, Dublin Core and the
more standard RDF ontologies such as RDFS and OWL.
Firstly our data is split into significant events based on col-
lected Bluetooth information; a sudden change in the set
of nearby Bluetooth devices will trigger a new event [7].
The event thresholds are then refined slightly. As Bluetooth
scans may only realistically take place once a minute or so,
it is possible that the user has already left a location and is
in motion when the device is deemed to be ‘out of range’.
We refine the Bluetooth information with GPS log data. If
there is a significant change in speed within a minute of an
event threshold, it is ‘snapped’ back to the point at which
the GPS data changes. This ensures that an event during
which the user travels from one place to another actually
contains a reference to both places, something which is im-
portant when generating RDF descriptions of events, as will
be explained later.

In order to generate a textual description of the event, the
system contains a set of sentence templates. A suitable
structure is selected based on variables such as the number
of places visited, distance travelled, and number of people
encountered. Examples include:

The 125 minutes between 19:35 and 21:40 were
spent in or around Kai Mayfair.

Between 12:30 and 1:00 was spent in the com-
pany of Jon and Dave. The weather was fair.

In addition to a human-readable text description of the event,
a much richer narrative is available as RDF data. This is
generated using the Event and Timeline ontologies. Each
event is given a URL with the domain imouto.org.uk, and
an RDF description is generated for each. Temporal proper-
ties and relations to other events are described using prop-
erties from Timeline, and a better description of the event,
including links to the people and places involved, are de-
scribed using Event.

The Event ontology makes available the properties
event:agent, event:place and event:factor. Imouto uses
these to indicate people encountered, places visited and
places passed, respectively. A place is considered ‘visited’ if
it is the only place encountered within the timespan of the
event, or it is the first or last entry in a string of locations,
which indicates a journey to or from the place in question.
An event may also have other event:factor properties, such
as the UK postcodes of places visited.

Finally, each event exported as RDF is given an
rdfs:comment, the textual description generated previously.
Also, if a photo depicting the event exists, it is added to the
description using the foaf:img property.

4.2 Semantic Narrative Expansion
2Event Ontology: http://motools.sourceforge.net/
event/event.html
3Timeline Ontology: http://motools.sourceforge.net/
timeline/timeline.html
4FOAF: http://www.foaf-project.org/

http://motools.sourceforge.net/event/event.html
http://motools.sourceforge.net/event/event.html
http://motools.sourceforge.net/timeline/timeline.html
http://motools.sourceforge.net/timeline/timeline.html
http://www.foaf-project.org/


property mustache template
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/currency {{entity}} uses the currency of {{value}}.

http://www.mpii.de/yago/resource/hasWikipediaCategory {{entity}} is a {{value}}.
http://www.geonames.org/ontology#population {{entity}} has a population of {{value}}.

http://dbpedia.org/property/location {{entity}} is located in {{value}}.
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/largestCity The largest city in {{entity}} is {{value}}.

http://www.mpii.de/yago/resource/hasPreferredName {{entity}} is also known as {{value}}.
http://dbpedia.org/property/exhibits {{entity}} has the exhibits {{value}}.
http://dbpedia.org/property/motto {{entity}} has the motto “{{value}}”.

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/areaTotal {{entity}} covers a total area of {{value}} square meters.
http://dbpedia.org/property/region {{entity}} is located in the region of {{value}}.

Table 1: 10 templates from the semanticnarrative ontology.

In order to enrich the generated narrative, we expand it
with information taken from the Semantic Web knowledge
stores YAGO2, DBPedia and GeoNames. We identify the
entities within the narrative and lookup whether they exist
in YAGO2, which is derived from Wikipedia, WordNet and
GeoNames. Most importantly, it contains a large number
of entities (people, place names and places of interest) and
has sets of alternative names for the entities, which means
that it is particularly suited for disambiguation purposes.
Once we have identified whether the entities are within the
narrative, which we verify against geographical co-ordinates
and links collected in the lifelog when available. So far we
aim to enrich an entity with a maximum of three sentences,
the number of sentences added depends on the information
available in the knowledge stores. We use the following three
steps to generate these possible sentences:

1. We extract the entity’s abstract from DBPedia and if
it contains the word ‘is’ then we use it to describe the
entity in the narrative.

2. We extract facts from the entity’s properties in DB-
Pedia, YAGO2 and GeoNames. These facts are used
to generate a sentence, the number of clauses in a sen-
tence depends on the number of facts available. If
there are more than three facts then we select three
facts randomly, and if there are fewer then we select
the appropriate template from below.

(a) {Entity/It} clause1.

(b) {Entity/It} clause1 and clause2.

(c) {Entity/It} clause1, clause2 and clause3.

where, the first variable is selected at random and can
be either the name of the entity or ‘It’. The clause
variables are generated using an ontology, where key
properties in the semantic knowledge stores and clause
templates have manually been defined. The ontol-
ogy contains one class, clause which has two prop-
erties uriproperty and template. This class describes
a template variable and where the URI represents a
property in an ontology and provides the parameters
for the template. This ontology is detailed below in
RDF/XML form. We use mustache5 to create our tem-
plates (see Table 1 for 10 examples from our ontology).

5mustachehttp://mustache.github.com/

For example, the sentence “Bob went to London Zoo”
contains the entities Bob and London Zoo, we lookup
these entities in YAGO2 and find that Bob is a name
and we can’t disambiguate him, therefore we only use
properties from DBPedia, YAGO2 and GeoNames to
enrich the narrative about London Zoo.

<owl:Class rdf:about="

http://users.ecs.soton.ac.uk/hp3/

semanticnarrative.owl#clause"/>

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="

http://users.ecs.soton.ac.uk/hp3/

semanticnarrative.owl#template"/>

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="

http://users.ecs.soton.ac.uk/hp3/

semanticnarrative.owl#uriproperty"/>

3. We then add information into the narrative about per-
sonalised facts concerning the entities described in the
lifelog (see Table 2). For example, if an entity is the
tallest or the furthest away from home that you’ve
travelled then it is added to the narrative. In order
to calculate this we identify all the entities contained
in the lifelog and use DBPedia to compare interest-
ing properties about them. We also use GeoNames
to calculate geographical statistics. In order to add
facts into the narrative we either take one of three ap-
proaches:

(a) If there are more than two facts then we random
select two facts and generate a sentence using the
template {Entity/It} clause1 and clause2. .

(b) If there is only one fact and there are less than
two clauses in the sentence generated in step 2 we
append the fact as the last clause using the last
two templates in step 2.

(c) If there are three clauses in step 2, then we gen-
erate a sentence using the template {Entity/It}
clause1 where the first variable is random and
the clause is the personal fact.

The sentences generated in the above steps are added the
first time an entity is mentioned in the narrative. In addition

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/currency
http://www.mpii.de/yago/resource/hasWikipediaCategory
http://www.geonames.org/ontology#population
http://dbpedia.org/property/location
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/largestCity
http://www.mpii.de/yago/resource/hasPreferredName
http://dbpedia.org/property/exhibits
http://dbpedia.org/property/motto
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/areaTotal
http://dbpedia.org/property/region
http://mustache.github.com/


Fact Source
is the tallest building you’ve been in DBPedia

is the furthest from home you’ve been GeoNames
is the furthest you’ve travelled in a day GeoNames

is the most north/south/ GeoNames
west/east you’ve been

is the oldest building you’ve been in DBPedia
is the highest/lowest elevation GeoNames

is the most sparely/densely populated GeoNames
city you’ve been in

Table 2: Personalised Facts

to these sentences, we add a paragraph at the beginning
of the narrative summarising the day by using templates
and variables describing the area and the places that were
visited, and we also calculate the distance travelled during
the day. Specifically, we use the template The day was spend
in {area} {areaClause}. In particular, the day was spent in
{places}, and a distance of approximately {x} miles were
travelled., where the variable area is describes the general
area (i.e. London, Hampshire, North England, etc), and
areaClause is a template from our ontology, places is a list
of places visited in the day, and x is the number of miles
travelled.

In our London Museum example, our approach enriches it
so that it reads (where the added narrative is in bold):

The day was spent in London the UK’s
capital city. In particular, the day was
spent in Westminster and Kensington and
Chelsea, and a distance of approximately
4 miles was travelled. Generally, the weather
was mostly sunny.

Between 8:15 and 9:30 was spent in or around
the Dorchester Hotel. The Dorchester Hotel
is an Art Deco building in London.

Between 9:30 and 10:00, the 1.8 mile journey
from the Dorchester Hotel to The Natural His-
tory Museum was made. The Natural History
Museum is one of three large museums on
Exhibition Road, South Kensington, Lon-
don, England. It is a Grade I listed build-
ing in London. The 120 minutes between 10:00
and 12:00 were spent at the Natural History Mu-
seum. Between 12:00 and 12:35 was spent in
or around the Restaurant at the Natural History
Museum.

Between 12:40 and 12:45, the 0.1 mile journey
from the Natural History Museum to the V&A
Museum was made. The V&A Museum, also
known as the Victoria and Albert Museum,
is the world’s largest museum of decora-
tive arts and design, housing a permanent
collection of over 4.5 million objects. It
is a museum in Kensington, was estab-
lished in 1852 and is the oldest building
you have ever visited. Between 12:45 and
15:10 was spent in or around the V&A Museum.

Between 15:15 and 16:00, the 1.8 mile journey
between the V&A Museum and the Dorchester
Hotel was made.

Between 19:05 and 19:20 the 0.3 mile journey to
Kai Mayfair was made. The Kai Mayfair is
a Chinese restaurant established in 1993,
it has a Michelin Star. The 125 minutes be-
tween 19:35 and 21:40 were spent in or around
Kai Mayfair.

5. INTERFACE
The user is able to select a group of dates from the first page
(see Figure 2). Our website then generates the narrative
using the approach in the previous section. This narrative
is displayed alongside a map with all the entities that have
geographical coordinates and images from the lifelog. It also
retrieves the weather from a web service, and displays a
weather symbol and the temperature (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: MemoryBook Interface

When a user hovers their mouse cursor over events or enti-
ties in the narrative then it is highlighted in blue and white,
respectively. Once an event or entity is hovered over, all of
the links, images and map markers that describe it are high-
lighted too (see Figure 4 where the Natural History Museum
event and Dorchester Hotel entity are highlighted).

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a technique for semantic narrative
expansion, situated within the context of automatically gen-
erated lifelogging narratives. We utilise the semantic knowl-
edge stores YAGO2, DBPedia and GeoNames to expand nar-
rative with additional facts about people, places and things.
We also present an interface called MemoryBook for inter-
acting with the semantically expanded narrative, which dis-
plays maps, images, and links.

In this work we have encountered the need to decide how
much information to add. Now for we have decided to use a
maximum of three sentences to describe an entity, for future
work, we want to create a feature that can make the narra-
tive more verbose, by including interesting information by
determining peoples’ interests from their lifelog.

We propose that this type of narrative generation lends itself
to aiding memory, publishing blogs, and generating digital



Figure 3: MemoryBook: London museums example

postcards. For future work, we would like to look at generat-
ing our narrative based on different audiences. For example,
the narrative for a work and personal require different types
of information but both would benefit from images and links.
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